
THE DEFINITION OF VYAPTI IN NAVYANYAYA 

一一itsnature and construction with reference to GaIlgesa and Raghunatha SiromaJ).i --

Yuko MIY ASAKA 

1. Gangeaa's Definition of Vyapti: 

Its Nature and Construction 

Gaftgesa's conclusive definition of vyiipti runs as follows: 

pratiyogy-ωamiiniidhikaravaツ'at叫 miiniidhikaravatyantabhiiva-pratiyogitavacchedほavacchin-

na伽 yanna bhavati tena samam tasya siimiiniidhikaravya分~ vyiiptib'l 

(‘Pervasion is the co-existence of a thing x with another thing y that is not what is determined by 

a delimitor of the counterpositiveness of an absence which shares some locus with the thing x and 

does not share it with its counterpositive'). 

A. The Meaning of ‘Definition' 

Before examining this definition， we had be悦er，first， make clear the meaning of the' ‘defini-

tion'， which is a rough rendering of the Sanskrit term lak~，;aJ;la. 

Precisely speaking， a statement of definition (laleyavaviikya) in Indian， logic contains the term 

of laleyava (lit.，‘a characteristic attribute' or‘a defining character'， i.e.，‘definiens) and the term 

laleyya (1it.，‘a thing which is characterized or defined'， i.e.，‘dφniendum'). In this definition of 

句liipti，however， the definiendum (laleyya) is not the VYiipti itse!f， but it is in fact the vyiipya (indi-

cated by x). Let us discuss this point in some detail. 

It is often pointed out by modem scholars that definitions in Indian logic are predominant1y 

intensional or connotational in ，characte~l. It probably means that among the two aspects of the 

meaning of a word， viz.， intension and extension3l， the first aspect alone is especially taken into 

account and described as a definition (i.e.， lak仰 a)in Indian logic. According to Westem termi-

nology， the definition is more or less the difinition of a given word， and not that of an object to 
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which the word refers. However， lndian logicians would talk of the definition of an object or refe-

rent of the word. Thus， one should note that the lak$a7;a IS not considered as a property of the 

word (pada) but it is a property of the word-referent (ρadartha). From this aspect alone lndian 

logicians try to offer the general definition of ‘definition'， which we will see hereafter. 

It is also to be noted that when defining a given object (say， COW)4) we must know to what 

the word “cow" is applied; moreover， when exammmg a given definition we must stili know to 

what the same word is applied ; it is only after the given definition is generally accepted that peo・

ple can ascertain the object as such on the basis of that difinition. In other words， in order to de-

fine the given object， we ought to know the members of the class expressed by that word before-

hand; otherwise， we may fail to cover all the objects to which the same word is applied. This 

means that all the members of the class of cow， in this case， must be known. In this respect， the 

‘definition' is none the less concerned with the extension (i.e.， members of the class of an object) 

of a given word. However， the fact is that we know only a limited number of different individual 

cows ; it would be practically impossible to list up all sorts of cows in the world. Consider another 

fact that we can apply a single word “cow" to all different individual cows whenever we see them 

even if they are not seen before. The Naiyayikas explain this fact by saying that a word has its 

expressive power (Sakti) to each individual object (i.e.， its referent) which is qualified by the generic 

character or determining property of all the members of the class of the object.5) That is， each in-

dividual cow can be expressed by a single word “cow" because each of them is possessed of its 

generic character cowness. For the Naiyayikas， therefore， it will not be necessary to list up all 

sorts of cows in order to define the object， i.e.，. cow. Thus， whatever is possessed of the cowness 

can be settled as a lak$ya， and consequently its lak$m;a should be such a property which co-exists 

regularly with the cowness， i.e.， a delimitor of the state of being the object of definition，6) and with 

which the cowness regularly co-exists. The state of having a dew-lap etc. (sasnadimattva)， thus， 

can be said a proper lak$m;a of the cow because it is concomitant mutually with the cowness. 

Naturally， an improper lak$a1:za may be observed from the aspect of the irregularity of the co-

existence of a given lak$w:za and the g回目iccharacter or determining property of the object of de悶

finition. The Naiyayikas classify the defects of lak$m;a into three types， viz.， (i) the ativyapty 

(‘over-pervasion') which is found ln a given lak$m:za as existing in some locus (i.e.， alak$ya) where 

the determining property of the lak$ya does not exist; that is， the defect that a given definition is 

too broad， e.g.， when the cow is defined by the state of having horns， (ii) the av，ツ'ajうti(‘non-

pervasion') which is found in a given lak$a1Ja as not existing in some locus (i.e.， lak$yaikadesa) 

where the determining property of the lak$ya exists ; that is， the defect that a given definition is 

too narrow， e.g.， when the cow is defined by the state of having a brown colour， and (iii) the 

d似合zbhava(‘impossibility') which is found in a given lak$a1Ja as not at all existing in the locus 
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(i.e.， lak$yamatra) where the determining prope此yof the lak$ya exsits; that is， the defect that a 

given definition is of no applicability at all， e.g.， when the cow is defined by the state of having 

uncloven hooves. Thus， the proper lak$a1Ja is said to be free from these three defects.7) It is no・

thing but a special or peculiar property of the object to be defined 剖

Let us turn to the ‘definition of vy.ゆが.In general theり砂tiis a relation of aη'apya (lit.， a 

thing which is pervaded) to a vya，ρ'aka (lit.， 'a thing which pervades). This means that vyapti 

should b~ a characteristic .of vyapya， and not ofりlapak仏 Gailgesa'sdefinition of vyapti， in fact， is 

a description of such a characteristic of vyapya， which we wiU see later in detail. It follows that 

the lak$ya ('definiendum') of this definition is nothing but the vyapya and not the vyapti.的Itcan， 

thus， be concluded that by the expression ‘definition of vyapti' (vyapti.lak$a1Ja) is really meant the 

nature (svaru.ρα) of vya，ρti， The importance of this discrimination is apparent when testing the ap-

plicability of the definition of vyapti. It should be noted that a probans (hetu) must be vyapya in 

the case of valid inference and it cannot be so in the case of invalid inference. Thus， (i) a given 

definition wiU be too broad if it over-applies to some improper probans， (ii) it will be too narrow if 

it cannot apply to some proper probans， and (iii) it will be impossible if it cannot apply to any 

proper probans at all ; naturally， a given definition of vyapti will be acceptable if and only if it can 

apply completely to all proper probans and nothing else. 

Of course， such a definition will be purposeful if it functions as the means for testing the 

validity of a given probans， that is， as a differentiating factor of the valid inferences from the in. 

valid inferences. However， from the standpoint of giving the definition， the general notion of 

qツ'aptiis required to be possessed beforehand; similarly， unless one has already known all the 

cases of valid and invalid inferences， he cannot test the applicability of the definition which is 

offered. Our attention is directed to see how the definition which is offered by Gailgesa is de-

signed to fulfill that purpose. It is presupposed that we know the concept of vyaρti as the regular-

ity of the co-existence of two entities. 80， now， we have to examine Gailgesa's own method of 

analysis of the general notion of ~ツüptl.

B. The Nyaya Method of Structural Analysis of Cognition 

It should be noted that the Nyaya method of logical analysis is concerned primarily with the 

clarification of relations between entities of which the words refer， rather than relations between 

words or propositions themselves. The Naiy孟yikas，in principle， never deals with a mere word as 

having no reference to reality. Therefore， the logical words such as“and"，“or"，“if . . . then" and 

“not" which are supposed to function as statement.connectives in Western logic are by themselves 

considered less significant in Nyaya. 
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According to Nyaya， however， any word has its real referent in some way or other， and it is 

supposed that people can make verbal expressions to such an extent that they cognize the word-

referents through perception， inference or other means of cognition. For example， people can 

make a negative expression because they cognize an absence (abhava) of what really exists. Like目

wise， people can make an alternative expression which may involve the word “or" and the like be-

cause they cognize an eitherness (anyataratva) of what actually exists. When the Naiyayika says 

A or B， to him both A and B exist and also an abstruct property‘eitherness' exists really in one of 

the two which he cognizes. In such cases， the Naiyayika deals only with relations between two 

real entities， and not with relations between tow words. To say that the word A is related to the 

word B means the referent of A is related to that of 瓦accordingto the Nyaya system. 

In case that we know the vyaρti-relation and express it as， e.g.，“wherever there is a smoke 

there is a fire，" the Naiyayikas would try to analyse the object of cognition from which such a 

cognition was generated and to describe it in most general terms. From the standpoint of such a 

thoroughgoing realism， the Naiyayika regards the object of cognition exactly as the content of 

cognition10) which must， of course， assume a linguistic form. The Navya-nyaya language， thus， is 

often referred to as a technical languageY) This， of course， does not mean that Nyaya does not 

use the classical Sanskrit， but it means that Nyaya language is more like a chart or map of the 

content of cognitions than like a mere ordinary languagεfor communication; that is to say， it is a 

language of description and analysis technically called metalanguage， the purpose of which is to 

clarify and to display several relations between worldly reals as conceived in our cognition. 

So far several attempts have been made by modern scholars to interpret Gangesa's definition 

of vyapti (especially five provisional definitions in the Vyaρtipancaka) by applying the method of 

modern symbolic logic，12) promped by the fact that Gangesa's presentations are capable of formal 

analysis with a bit of modification. But， Prof. A. Uno remarks:“still there is some limitation 

which the criticism of one system by the other cannot transcend.，，13) In fact， such a method is not 

necessarily helpful for ordinary readers who are not familiar with symbolic logic， and thus there 

cannot but remain the same apparent unintelligibility. The main difficulty of understanding them 

is that different scholars employ different symbolic notations. In addition， in that method one has 

to neglect more or less the proces旦ofthe Ny品ya'sown method of logical analysis. To test the 

logical content of the Nyaya method is indeed a matter of the great importance. But， all the same， 

to know what and how exactly Nyaya said seems to be more important. From this observation， 

we attempt to represent the chart or map or picture of the Nyaya process of thinking so that we 

could explain most exactly what Nyaya has to say. 

According to Nyaya， cognitions are divided into two types， viz.， qualificative cognitions or de-

terminate cognitions and unqualificative cognitions or indeterminate cognitions. The qualificative 
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cognition (viSi$tajnana) contains， at least， three elements， viz.， a qualifier (vise$atla orρrakara)14l， a 

qualificand (vise$ya) and their connector (sa仇 bandha)

Suppose that one has obtained a cognition of a pot (ghatajカana)through some means of 

cognition such as perceptin or inference， this can be， according to Ny邑ya，analysed as follows : 

First of all， had there been no pot (say， on the ground)， he could not have got such a cognition. 

Therefore， the presence of an individual pot is， no doubt， one of the main causes for the same 

cognition. But， how was it possible for him to know and say the individual thing as pot? Unless 

there was something which determined to individual thing as pot， and unless such a determiner 

was also cognized as a qualifier of that object， he could not have cognized it as pot. The .state of 

having a conch-shaped neck etc. (kambu-gnvadimattva)， a favorite example of the Naiyayikas'， is 

a laktlal}.a of the pot， and such a property does determine the exact object ‘pot'. However， the 

essential determiner of the object which is simply cognized as‘pot' is usually termed by its gener-

ic character or abstruct property potnes.ιThus， the presence of such a property in that individual 

object is another main cause for the said cognition. 

Mor己over，the potness is what exists in theμividual pot by a fixed relation， i.e.， inherence， 

since it inhers in all individual pots. The relation of inherence is a connector of the potness and 

each individual pot. If such a factor was not cognized， then the potness also could not have been 

known， and as a result， the individual object could not have been known either. Therefore， the re-

lation of inherence is also the main cause for the present cognition. 

In this way the cognition of a pot can be analysed as consisting of three main factors， i.e.， the 

potness as a qualifier， the individual pot as a qualificand， and their connector inherence. Such a 

cognition in which a qualifier is also cognized (i.e.， appears as a prakiira) is called a qualificative 

cogmtlOn. 

This type of cognition is theoretically preceded by an unqualificative cognition which refers 

merely to something yet undetermined. The stage of such an unqualificative cognition is a logical 

postulation in the Nyaya epistemology.15l Even at this stage of cognition， the fact that the indi-

vidual pot possess芭sthe potness does not change. We have seen that the qualificative cognition of 

an object requires the knowledge of a qualifier of that object. Now， if someone holds that the 

knowledge of the qualifier is also a qualificative cognition， that is， this knowledge should also re-

quire its qualifier， then there will arise the contingency of an endless regression. Of course， the 

potness may occupy the position of a qualificand when one has a cognition of the potness itself， 

and in that case the state of being the potness (ghatatvatva) will be its qualifier. But， in the case 

of the cognition of a pot， the potness is considered (i.e.， postulated) to appear as a qualifier with-

out being further qualified. If it is maintained that a qualificative cognition is also preceded by 

another qualificative cognition of the qualifier， then one must postulate an endless number of qual-
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ificative cognitions， as a result of which the qualifier wiU never be known and， consequently， there 

will arise the contingency that one can never know the pot as pot. Therefore， the unqualificative 

cognition should necessarily be postulated as a preceding cognition of the qualificative cognition， 

which， thus， can alone be the exact object of analysis of the Naiy邑yikas.

Our attempt is to represent diagrammatically the structure of the content of the qualificative 

cognition. The basic diagram may be composed of two boxes combined by a verticalline (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1 

In this figure， three entities (padarthal;.‘word-referent')， are represented by two boxes and 

one connecting line， all of which constitute the content of a qualificative cognition. The upper box 

indicates a property (dharma) which， if not presented otherwise， appears in a cognition as a quali-

fier of the main object， and the lower box indicates that main ojbect which is a locus of that prop-

erty and appears in the cognition as a qualificand. The vertical line indicates a connector by 

which a property exists in its locus. 

We must repeatedly make sure that this figure does not represent any assertion or statement 

but it represents a structure of the content of cognition as analysed by Nyaya. No matter how the 

cognition is produced (say， by perception or inference or other means)， the qualificative cognition 

would take such a fixed structur巴 andmust assume a linguistric form ; that is， each element of it 

has its corresponding word， e.g.， ghatatva， “potness"， samavaya“inherence" and ghatavyakti“indi-

vidual pot" in the case of the cognition of a pot， which can be shown as follows : 

Figure 2 
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Any individual pot is cognized as that which possesses the potness as its qualifier (vise$at.za) 

through the relation of inherence. Such a qualifying property as potness which differentiates all 

individual pots from things other than pots is often called avacchedaka (lit.，‘delimitor') which， in 

such cases， we render as “essential determiner" or， simply，“determiner." 

Suppose that the same pot is cognized as existing on some ground and the main focus or 

qualificand (vise，ya) of the cognition is the ground， then in this case the pot functions as a quali-

fier which is a non-permanent distinguisher (u.ραμk$m.za) of the object ‘ground'， for， the pot is not 

always a qualifier of the ground. And， in this case， the connector of the qualifier (pot) and the 

qualificand (ground) is a physical contact (sainyoga). On the basis of such a cognition one may 

assert “There is a pot on the ground." 

In the s闘amemanner民， one may assert 

C∞ognit白ionof a particular mount也ama剖shaving a smoke through the relation of contact. The struc-

t加ur代eoぱfsuch a c∞ogn司1註itioncan be shown as follows : 

Figure 3 

In this connection， three points should be noted. First， the mountain itself is cognized as such 

by virture of its essential determiner ‘mountainness' (parvatatva). Secondly， since any mountain is 

not always cognized as having a smoke， this particular mountain cognized as having a smoke is 

determined by its particularity or individuality or this-ness (tadvyaktitva). Thirdly， the smoke it-

self is also cognized as such by virture of its essential determiner‘smokeness' (dhumatva). 

Although this smoke as existing in the particular mountain is also a particular smoke (i.e.， a 

mountain-smoke) and， therefore， it itself possesses its particularity (tadvyaktitva)， still when this 

smoke is cognized as the smoke in general then its determiner or qualifier appeared in this cogni-

tion should be the smokeness only， and 50 such a determiner alone could be presented when wε 

describe the content of this cognition. 

It is also to be noted that if someone has asserted 

basis of such a structure of the (ρerDゆtuaのcognitionas mentioned then the hearer will possess 

the verbal cognition whose structure must also be the same. 
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As in the case of such an affirmative expression， one can also make a negative expression， 

e.g.，“The red-hot iron ball having an absence of smoke". In this cognition， the red-hot iron occu-

pies the position of a qualificand and the absence of smoke is its qualifier. The red-hot iron ball 

itself， of course， is cognized as such by virture of its essential determiner the red-hot-iron-ball-ness 

(ayogolakatva). Since， however， the red-hot iron ball never possesses a smoke， the particularity of 

the object (red-hot iron ball) cannot be its essential determiner or qualifier in this cognition even if 

a single red七otiron ball alone is actually observed. 

Now， what could be the connector of the absence and the red-hot iron ball. According to the 

Nyaya ontology， the absence (of smoke) in the red-hot iron ball is as real and distinct entity as the 

red-hot iron ball. Therefore， the absence is said to exist in its locus. Such heing the case， unless 

there is a connector or relation between the absence (i.e.， a qualifier) and its locus ('red-hot iron 

ball'， i.e.， a qualificand)， one cannot get the qualificative cognition. 

The Naiyayikas accept generally only two independent or distinct relations， namely， a physic-

al contact (sainyoga) and an inherence (samavaya). The physical contact cannot be a connector of 

the absence， because it is a relation existing between two substances only and though the red-hot 

iron ball is a substance the absence is not. Nor can inherence be the connector in this case， be-

cause it is a relation which exists in five pairs of entities only， viz.， between the whole and its 

part， between quality and its possessor (i.e.， substance)， between action or motion and its posses-

sor (i.e.， substance)， between universal (i.e.， generic character) and individual things， and between 

atom-differentiator and eternal substance (i.e.， atom or infisitesimal particle).16) Then， what could 

really be the connector between the absence and its locus ? 

The Na泊iy孟yi泳kasaccep戸ta relation called s叩var尚玩砂ρa(i.e.，吋， ‘i江ts託elf')，which is usually rendered by 

scholars as“s民elf-linking c∞onnectωor.一7)Thus， when the absence is known as related to its locus， 

then the locus itself is accepted as a connector; and， when the locus is known as related to the 

absence existing in it， then the absence itself is accepted as a connector. Such a svarupa-relation is 

a purely logical postulation in the Nyaya system ; for， as we have remarked above， unless there is 

a connector between the qualifier and the qualificand， the qualificative cognition will be 

impossible・18)

It should be noted that the svaropa-relation is a connector by which an absence is expected to 

exist in its locus and， due to the case that either of the absence or its locus is by itself is taken as 

a connector， there can be two types of relations by which the absence is cognized or perceived. In 

other words， since the 'absence' is an object of perception according to Nyaya， there are two types 

of relation by which the absence is related to (i.e.， connected with) the eyes: (i) When the main 

focus of the cognition is the red-hot iron ball and the absence is its qualifier， then the state of 

being the qualifier (viSe$aJ:wta‘qualifier-ness') itself is considered to be the relation by which the 
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absence is cognized.19) (ii) When the main focus (i.e.， qualificand) of the cognition is the absence 

and the red-hot iron ball appears as its qualifier， then the state of being the qualificand (vise$yatti， 

‘qualificand-ness') itself is considered to be the relation by which the absence is cognized. 

Although in most cases the ontological scheme of property-locus relationship (dharma-dhar-

mi-sainbandha or adheya-adhara-bhava) corresponds to the epistemological sheme of qualifier-

qualificand relationship (vise$a1;za-vise$ya-bhava) as in the case of (i) where an property (i.e.，‘abs-

ence') which exists in the red-hot iron ball appears as a qualifier in the cognition whose main 

focus or qualificand (i.e.，‘red-hot iron ball') is a locus of that property; in some cases， however， 

the reversed relationship is observed as in the case of (ii) where the property (i.e.，‘absence') 

which exists in the red-hot iron ball occupies the position of a qualificand of the cognition and the 

locus of the property appears as its qualifier.2O) In both the cases， however， the ontological fact 

does not change; that is， the absence remains a property of its locus ‘red-hot iron ball' and it ex・

ists there by the s開局:pa-relation.The content of such a negative cognition can be shown as fol-

lows: 

dhuma 

Figure 4 

Absences are always absences of something; that something is called absential counterposi-

tive (abhaViyaてpratiyogin)or， simply， counterpositive (ρratiyogin)叩 Whenthe absence of smoke 

is cognized as a qualifier of the red-hot iron ball， the smoke will appear as a counterpositive of 

this absence in this cognition. The mark ‘ιーーァ， is used here in order to indicate the relationship 

between the absence and its counterpositive. A dotted line， here， indicates a relation by which the 

smoke is not connected with the red-hot iron ball. 

The content of this cognition in Fig. 4 can be further analysed as fol1ows; Frist， to say that 

the smoke appears in this cognition as a counterpositive of its absence existing in the red-hot iron 

ball means the smoke itself is cognized as being qualified by the counterpositiveness (pratiyogita 

‘the state of being a counterpositive'， i.e.，‘the state of being an object of negation'). 

Secondly， although the smoke is presented here as a single entity (ρad初 ha'word-referent')， 
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one cannot presume that a particular smoke alone is negated in the red-hot iron ball， because 

whatever is called smoke does not exist there. In other words， the presence of smoke is not ne-

gated as its being a particular individual but as its being the smoke in general. To be more precise， 

what is cognized as its being a counterpositive is not the smoke which is determined by its parti-

cularity or this (ーindividual-smoke-)ness(tadvyaktitva) but the smoke which is determined by its 

essential determiner ‘smokeness' (dhumatva). In short， whatever is determined by the smokeness 

is cognized as an absential counterpositive in this case. Therefore， the smoke here is cognized as 

having a counterpositiveness to the extent that it is determined by the smokeness， not by its parti時

cularity. The Naiyayikas would put it in the following words: The smokeness delimits a counter-

positiveness existing in the smoke whose absence exists in the red七otiron bal1. 

Thirdly， before negating the presence of smoke on the red-hot iron ball etc.， we must know 

the presence of a smoke somewhere else. Unless the presence of a smoke is established some-

where els久 onecannot negate its presence anywhere. The presence of a smoke is indeed estab-

lished， e.g.， in the kitchen etc. Thus， the smoke does possess a connection with the kitchen etc. 

and this connection is a physical contact. Therefor.ιits negation by such a relation is possible. 

Or， the presence of a smoke as the ‘whole' (avayavin) is established in its part or parts (avayava， 

i.e.， smoke-particle) by the relation of inherence. Ther，そfore，its negation by such a relation is also 

possible. But， the smoke cannot be negated anywhere by the temporal relation (kii.liおsainban-

dha)， because it can be said to exist even in the red-hot iron ball by such a relation; for， the 

smoke possesses a connection with the red-hot iron bal1 in the sense that both the entities exist at 

the same time. Thus， when we have a cognition of the absence of smoke in the red-hot iron ball， 

the smoke must be cognized as having a counterpositiveness to the extent that it is not connected 

by some particular relation with the red-hot iron ball and its presence by the same relation is 

established somewhere else. It is， however， just our intention or attitude which decides the possi-

ble relation by which the negatum (i.e.， the counterpositive) is expected to exist somewhere else. 

Such a possible relation is， according to Nyaya， said to delimit the counterpositiveness of the 

negatum (here， smoke). Unless such a relation is explicitly presented， one may urge that the 

smoke could exist in the red田hotiron ball by the temporal relation 

In this way， the counterpositiveness of the smoke is delimited by both its essential determiner 

‘smokeness' and the relation of contact or inherence by which the presence of the counterpositive 

‘smoke' is possible somewhere else. Now， the full content of the cognition of the red-hot iron ball 

having the absence of smoke can be shown as follows : 
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Figure 5 

Here， the mark ‘→， is used in order to indicate a direction ofιdelimitation' relationship that a 

property dhumatva ('smokeness') delimits the. pratiyogita ('counterpositiveness') existing in the 

dh訟ma('smoke'). It may be understood from this figure that the relation of contact etc. (sainyoga-

di) is a relation which delimits the same counterpositiveness. 

C. The Structure of GaIigesa's Definition of Vyapti 

Let us， now， look into GaIigesa's definition of vyapti， which is presented in such a manner 

that a thing x co-exists with another thing y that is not what is determined by a delimitor of the 

counterpositiveness of an absolute absence which shares some locus with the thing x and does not 

share it with its counterpositive (see p. 1). 

As we hav巴seen，this definition should be understood as a description of what is analysed as 

our general notion of vyapti in which the vy~ρ'ya (indicated by x) occupies the position of a main 

qualificand (i.e.， a focus of the cognition) forwarded as a definiendum (μk$ya)， and since any 

probans (hetu) must be vyaρya in the case of valid inference， this definition must have the appli-

cability in all cases of proper probans， and thus， it cannot have the applicability in any case of im-

proper probans. 

The point of question in defining the concept of vyapti is to give a framework of the general 

notion of vyapti which can refer to all possible cases. Our task is to clarify and to represent 

GaIigesa' s way of it. 

Suppose that we have a cognition of the co-existence of a smoke and a fire， say， on the 

mountain， the content of this particular cognition can easily be shown as follows : 
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Figure 6 

Although each element of this particular cognition is termed by particular entity， this struc-

ture does not change whenever one has a cognition of the co-existence of two entities. Now， 

when the smoke is taken as a probans with reference to the fire which is a probandum， any place 

where the smoke exists can be the field of inference. One can， thus， construct a valid inference in 

a mos坑tabbreviated form: Vι hnimaのndh 忌初mat( “ It i悶sin possession 0ぱfa f臼Ir民ebecause of its posse回s-

sing a smoke"ヲ)

However， the co-existence of a smoke and a fire is different in each and every place. That is 

to say， once the field of inference is decided as， say， the mountain， and there exists a smoke there， 

then this smoke must be a particular smoke (i.e.， a mountain-smoke) and， similarly， the fire whose 

presence is inferred there must also be a particular fire (i.e.， a mountain-fire)， and not any other 

fire such as a kitchen-fire， a yard-fire etc. For example， one cannot infer the presence of a kitchen-

fire on the mountain. In fact， the fire whose presence is inferred is not such a fire as determined 

by its particularity， but it is the fire in general， that is， a fire determined by its essential determiner 

‘fireness' only. This point is clearly expounded by Raghunatha in his paraphrase of Gangesa's de-

finition， which we will discuss later on. 

According to Gangesa， the fire whose prεsence is inferred should not be that which is deter-

mined by a delimitor of the counterpositiveness of an absence existing in the locus of its probans 

(i.e.， a smoke). Since the fire is determined by the fireness only， the potness etc. alone can be the 

delimitor of the counterpositiveness. Reflecting the fact that the smoke co-exists regularly with 

such a fire as determined by the fireness， one can never say that the smoke co-exists with an abs-

ence of fire; instead， one can say that the smoke co-exists with an absence of pot (on the moun-

tain etcふSuchbeing the case， whatever is not determined by the potness which determines the 

pot and delimits the counterpositiveness of the absence of pot can be treated as that with which 

the smoke co-exists， and， in fact， the fire which is見otdetermined by the potness is that with 

which the smoke co-exists. Thus， it follows that a probans x can be cognized and said to co-exist 

regularly with a probandum y if， and only if， the probandum y is not determined by some proper-
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ty (say， z-ness) which determines the thing z and delimits the counterpositiveness existing in the 

thing z whose absenc色sharessome locus with the probans x. Finally， the general scheme of 

GaIigesa's definition ofη'iipti can be shown as follows : 

z-ness (ニavacchedaka)

/
 /

 /
 /

 /
 /

 /
 

/
 

-ー"----

Figure 7 

The applicability of this definition in the case of a valid inference Vahnimiin dhumiit may be 

examined in the following manner : 

In this case: (1) The probandum is a fire. (2) The probans is a smoke. (3) Take some locus of 

this probans， e.g.， the mountain. (4) There exists no absence of fire， but there exists an absence of 

pot on the mountain. This absence does share a locus (i.e.， the mountain) with the probans， i.e.， 

the smoke: hetu-samiiniidhikarat;za(-abhiiva). (5) The counterpositive of this absence is the pot， 

and this absence does not share a locus with its counterpositive (pot) :ρratiyogy-asamiiniidhikar-

at;zabhiiva. (6) There exists a counterpositiveness in the pot: (abhiiva-)ρratiyogitii. (7) This coun-

terpositiveness is delimited by the potness: (pratかogitii-)avaccheぬka.(8) What is determined by 

such a delimitor of the counterpositiveness is the pot only: (pratiyogitavacchedakaて}avacchinnam

(9) It is not the fire which is determined by such delimitor: yan na bhavati. (10) The smoke does 

co-exist with such a fire: tena samam tasya siimiiniidhikarat;zyam. In this way， the definition 

does fit in to the present valid case where the smoke is a proper probans with reference to the 

fire. The entire process may be illustrated as follows : 
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(3) 

parvatadi 

Figure 8 

Let us， now， take up an invalid inference， e.gι.， dh抱ωmavanvahneb. (“It iおsin possession of a 

smoke because of its possessing a f白lr犯e"

can be taken as an absence which share a locus with the probans路s(σfire吟).Since the smokeness 

which determines the smoke (i.e.， probandum) will also be that which delimits the counterpositive-

ness of an absence sharing some locus with the probans， there can be no applicability of the de-

finition of vyapti in the case of such in invalid inference. Thus， it follows that a probans x cannot 

be cognized and said to co-exist with a prbandum y if a prope此y(=少ness)which determines the y 

is also that which delimits the counterpositiveness of an absence sharing some locus with the 

probans x. We will examine the same case as follows : 

In the case of dhumavan vahneb.: (1) The probandum is a smoke. (2) The probans is a fire. 

(3) The red-hot iron ball can be taken as a locus of the probans. (4) There exists an absence of 

smoke in the red-hot iron ball. This absence shares a locus (i.e.， the red-hot iron ball) with the 

probans: hetu-samanadhikara(la(-abh.ava). (5) The counterpositive of出isabsence is the smoke， 

and this absence does not share a locus with its counterpositive :Pratiyogy-ωamanadhikarar.zabha-帽

va. (6) There exists a counterposi.tiveness in the smoke: (abhava-)pratiyogi.は (7)This counterpo・

sitiveness is delimited by the smokeness: pratiyogitavacchedaka. (8) What is determined by such a 

delimitor of the counterpositiveness is the smoke， which， however， is the probandum itself. There-

fore， the definition does not fit in to the present invalid case. Hence， the definition has no defect 

of over-application in such a case where the fire is an inconsistent probans (vyabhicari-hetu). The 

following figure may serve to illustrate the case. 
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dhumatva 

(sadhya) 

(1) 
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信
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Figure 9 

In this Fig. 9. is represented the general scheme of the cognition of the irregular co-existence 

between two entities (τJyabhicara). The fire is an inconsistent probans (vyabhicari-hetu) with re-

ference to the smoke because it exists in the red-hot iron ball etc. where the smoke does not exist 

Thus， it cannot be a proper probans (saιhetu) even though it co-exists in the kitchen etc. with the 

smoke. Since our purpose here is not to examine the validity of the given probans but to examine 

the applicability of the definition to the given probans， we have especially taken the red-hot iron 

ball (etc.) where the irregular co-existence is evidently observed. 
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II. Raghunatha's Exposition 01 Gangesa's Definition of Vyapti 

GaiJ.ge自a'sdefinition of vyapti is construed by Raghunatha as follows: 

pratiyogy.asamãnãdhikara1;la-yad;而ρ'avisi~ta叫mãnãdhikaral)âりlantâbhãva沙問vかogitânavac-

chedako yo dharmas taddharmavacchinnena yena kena api samar{l samanadhikara1;lyain tadru-

pavisi~μsya taddharmavacchinnaツavan-nirnPitaりlaρtib"l2)

‘When a property (y-ness) is the non-delimitor of the counterpositiveness of an alsolute abs-

ence which does not share a locus with its counterpositive and which shares some locus with 

that which is qualified by a property (x-ness)， then that which is qualified by the x網nessis to 

possess the co-existence with anything which is qualified by the y-ness and (such a co・

existencεrelation) which is conditioned by all things determined by the y-ness is pervasion'. 

Three noticeable points may be observed in this formulation. First， the word yad and yasya 

in the original definition is reworded by yadrnpaviSi$ta and tad;泊:pavisi$yω:yarespεctively ; these 

words denotes a probans (hetu) in inference. 

Secondly， the expression ‘ヂratiyogitavacchedakavacchinnainyau na bhavati tena samam' in 

the original is rephrased by '-pratiyogitanavacchedako yo dharmas taddharma叩 cchinnenayena 

kena api samam' here; while the word yan and tena in the original denotes a probandum (sadhya) 

in inference， the same denotatum is expressed by ‘taddharmavacchinnena yena kena' in the latter. 

Thirdly， the phrasε ‘tad-dharmavacchiηna-yavannirnpita is added by Raghunatha as a qual-

ification of vyapti. Other phrases of Raghunatha's are the same as those of GaiJ.gesa's. As a 

whole， the basic scheme of GaiJ.gesa's definition does not change in Raghunatha's formulation. 

Our attention， thus， should be directed to see how Raghunatha elaborated GaiJ.gesa's definition. 

Let us analyse the above three points one by one. 

、，J・1
J
e
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、
We have translated the word yad in Ga企ge臼'sdefinition as“a thing x，" which denotes a 

probans in the case of inference， e.g.， a smoke in the case of vahniman dh加nii.t.

Suppose the case that we have a cognition of a smoke existing on some place such as the 

mountain， this smoke must appear in our cognition either as a particular smoke (i.e.， a mountain-

smoke) or as the smoke in general. No doubt， it cannot be denied that the smoke which exists on 

some particular place should be cognized as a particular individual. This is， each and every smoke 

does posssess its particularity (tadvyaktitva)， as well昌sits essential determiner smokeness (dhu-

matva). Of course， if our intention is especially directed to the particularity of the object， i.e.， the 
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smoke， then we may say“this smoke" (tad-dhuma). However， unless the determiner by which the 

object is cognized is specified whenever we analyse and present the content of cognition， one may 

urge: Do you mean to refer to a particular individual or an individual qualified by its generic 

character or something else? In this regard， the word yad in Gangesa's definition is an ambi-

guous term. In order to clarify this point， Raghunatha replaced the same word yad by yad，泊:pavi-

Si$ta ('that which is qualified by a property， namely， an essential determiner x-ness'). 

(ii) 

In the same manner， the word tena in the original is replaced by taddharmavacchin叩(‘by

that y which is determined (=qualified) by its essential determiner y-ness'). Thus， when the fire is 

taken as a probandum in the case of inference，. the object ‘fire' is to be understood as the fire in 

general， i.e.， a fire which is qualified by the fireness， and not as a particular fire (i.e.， a mountain-

fire or a kitchen-fire etc.) 

We have seen that Gangesa described the probandum， e.g.， the fire whose presence is infer-

red， as. that which is not what is determined by a delimitor of the counterpositiveness of an abs-

ence existing in some locus of its probans (e.g.， the smoke). The same fact will be described by 

Raghunatha as follows : The fireness is the non-delimitor of the counterpositiveness of an absence 

existing in some locus of the probans (i.e.， the smoke) which is qualified by the smokeness. The 

phrase “a property (y-n巴ss)is the non-delimitor of the counterpositiveness" is construed as“a 

property (y-ness) is not a property (say， z-ness) which delimits the counterpositiveness." 

Thus， according to Raghunatha， that which is qualified by its essential determiner 必 nesscan 

be cognized and said to co-exist regularly with that which is qualified by its essential determiner 

y-ness if， and only if， the y-ness is not that which delimits the counterpositiveness of an absence 

sharing some locus with that which is qualified by the x-ness. We may now represent Raghu・

natha's scheme of the general notion of vya.ρti as follows : 

/
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Figure 10 
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Here， the mark '--→， is used in order to indicate that the y-ness does not delimit the coun-

terpositiveness: that is， the y-ness is the non-delimitor of the counterpositiveness which may be 

delimited by some other property z-ness existing in the individual z whose absence shared some 

locus with an individual x qualified by its essential determiner x-ness 

)
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That we have the notion of vyaρti， e.g.， between the smoke and the fire， means that whenev-

er we observe a smoke existing somewhere we cognize that the smoke possesses a fixed relation 

with reference to the fire which is qualified by the fireness. 

Generally speaking， a relation requires two related things (i.e.， relata). If it is the case that a 

relatum b is related to a relatum a by the relation R， then a can be said to possess the relation R 

with reference to b. In that case the a is called a base-relatum (anuyogin) of the relation R and 

the b is called a counter-relatum (ρratiyogin) of the relation R. If two hands are related (i.e.， con-

nected) by the relation of physical contact， for instance， then any one of the relata (i.e.， two 

hands) will be either a base-relatum or a counter-relatum of the same relation. In the case of the 

vya，ρtιrelation which has a fixed direction， however， the vyajうyaalone can possess it with refer-

ence to the vya，ρaka， which we have already seen. That is， the vyapti-relation is a relation posses 

sed by a base-relatum which is the vyapya only. Now， if the counter四relatumb is not a particular 

individual but it is what is determined by its essential determiner， say， b-ness， then the base-

relatum a must be possessed of such a relation (R) which is conditioned by all things determined 

by the b目ness.Thus， when the smoke is said to possess the vyaptιrelation with reference to the 

fire， then such a vya，ρti-relation must be conditioned by all fires determined by the fireness， and 

not by a particular fire. Therefore， although some particular fire which exists in the red同hotiron 

ball is not that with which the smoke co-exists， such a fire is also included in the conditioners of 

the vyaptιrelation of the smoke with reference to the fire in general. This point on the nature of 

vyaρtιrelation is made clear by Raghunatha in the expression: tadrupavisi$tasya taddharmavac-

chin附 -yavan-nirnpitavyゆtil;.

Let us， now， discuss in this connection some other comments of Raghunatha relarding vya，ρtl 

as stated in his Siddh. L. 

A. We have remarked earlier (in p. 10) that the absential counterpositiveness is to be delimited 

by both a property (which determines the object of negation) and a relation (by which the object 

of negation is expected to exist somewhere else). So far we have observed， however， that a de-

Iimiting property .of the counterpositiveness (ρratiyogitavacchedakadharma) alone has been speci-

fically presented in the original definition of吹yaptiof Gangesa. We have seen that in the case of 
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‘vahniman dh忌matthe smoke does possess the regular co田existencewith the fire because the fire-

ness which determines the fire as a probandum does not delimit the counterpositiveness of an abs-

ence (e.g.， an absence of pot) existing in some locus (e.g.， the mountain) where the smoke deter-

mined by the smokeness exists. So， in that case， if an absence of fire was taken as that which ex-

ists in the locus of the smoke， one could not have the notion of vya，ρti in the smoke， which of 

course will be contradictory to the fact. Since the fire exists on the mountain (or the kitchen， i圃e.，

the locus of the smoke) by the relation of physical contact， one cannot negate the presence of a 

fire by the same relation there ; that is， one cannot take an absence of fire as that which exists in 

the locus of the smoke. But， even though the fire exists there by the relation of physical contact， 

one could take its absence there by some other relation such as inherence ;23) because， according to 

Nyaya， the fir巳 asthe ‘whole' inhers in its parts (i.e.， fire-particles) only， and never inhers in the 

mountain etc. Thus， if such a relation (i.e.， inherence) was taken as the delimiting relation of the 

counterpositiveness (ρratiyogitavacchedaka-sainbandha)， one could take an absence of fire as that 

which exists in the locus of the smoke， as a result of which there would arise the contingency that 

one could not have the notion of vyapti in this case. In order to avoid such a contingency， we 

must specify the delimiting relation， here， as contact. What could be the criterion for such specI-

fication? 

Obviously， the relation of physical contact should be taken in this case because it is this rela-

tion by which the fire as a probandum exists on the locus of the smoke (i.e.， the kitchen etc.) and， 

therefore， its presence cannot be denied by the same relation there. 

Now， in the present case， the fire is presented as a probandum because its presence by the re-

lation of contact is intended to infer; in other words， the state of being the object of inference 

(sadhyata‘probandumness') is controlled or delimited by the relation of contact， as well as by the 

property fireness. 

It can thus be concluded that the delimiting relation' of the counterpositiveness should be 

taken by the same relation which delimits the probandumness叩

B. Raghunatha construes the phrase pratiyogy-asamanadhikarm;zyam in the original definition25l 

asρratiyogitavacchedakavacchinnasamanadhikaraJ;zyam.26) 

First of a11， we have to examine the necessity of this phrase ρratiyogy-asamaniidhikara1;ly，αm 

which me呂田“asabsence which does not share a locus with its counterpositive." 

In the case of vahniman dhumiit， the kitchen etc. will be the locus of the smoke， and since 

the fjre does exist there by the relation of contact， one cannot take an absence of fire as that 

which exists there through the same relation. This is what we have seen above. Then， what is 

the necessity of specifying the ‘absence' as the which does not share a locus with its counterposi-
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t1ve. 

This specification is necessary because it is possible for us to possess a cognition of the ab島

ence of fire on the slope (nitamba) of the mountain even if the fire exist on the top (Sikhara) of 

the mountain. Although the exact places of the presence and the absence of fire are different， still 

the same mountain could be cognized， at the same time， as having both the presence of fire and 

the absence of fire. In this case， the presence of fire on the mountain (or the contact of a fire with 

the mountain) is said to be delimited by the top of the mountain; likewise， its absence (or an abs-

ence of the contact of a fire with the mountain) is said to be delimited by the slope of the 

mountain.27) Such being the case， the absence of fire could also be taken as that which exists on 

the mountain etc. where the smoke exists， as a result of which there will， again， arise the conting-

ency that one cannot get the notion of vyapti in this case since the fireness which determines the 

fire as a probandum will also be the delimitor (i.e.， delimiting property) of the counterpositiveness 

Therefore， the ‘absence' which is specified as that which shares some locus with the probans 

(hetu-samanadhikarafla) should also be specified as that which does not share a locus with its 

counterpositive (ρratiyogy-asamanadhikarafla). On account of this specification， one cannot take 

an absence of fire as such on the mountain even though it exists on the slope of the mountain. 

It may be noted that such a specification is necessary because the fire is a thing of incomplete 

occurrence (aηaρ'ya-vrtti-padartha). If a given probandum is that of complete occurrence 

(vyapyav!τti-padarτha) then this specification will be purposeless. 

Nevertheless， it is not always necessary to be stated even in the case that a given probandum 

is of incomplete occurrence; e.g.， in the case of inference sainyogabhavavan gUflatvat (“It is in 

possession of an absence of contact because of its possessing the qualityness")，28) in which case 

though the probendum ('an absence of contact') is of incomplete occurrence the said specification 

will not be required since the absence of this probandum can never exists in the locus (i.e.，‘a qual-

ity') where the probans ('qualityness') exists.29) Therefore， we can conclude that the ‘absence' in 

the definition of vyapti is to be specified as stated by Gailgesa to the extent that this specification 

is purposeful for avoiding the consingency of non-application of the definition in each case of 

valid inference. 

One may urge that if， in this way， the element of the definition is purposeless in some cases 

then this definition of vyaρti cannot be accepted as general definition. To this， Raghunatha will 

reply:巧laptishould be different in accordance with the difference of each probandum and each 

probans; hence， the application of the definition of it must be different in each case of inference.30) 

Now， this phrase pratiyogy-asamanadhikaravyam is construed by Raghunatha as pratiyogita-

叩 cchedakavacchinnasamanadhikaravyamwhich refers to the state of an‘absence' which does not 
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share a locus with whatever is determined by a delimitor of the counterpositivenss (of that abs-

ence). The point of question here seems to be that the word pratiyogy in the original definition 

should be understood asρratiyogitavacchedakavacchinna and it cannot be understood asρra-

tiyogitaSraya. Raghunatha made such a paraphrase specifically taking into account of some par-

ticular cases of inference， e.g.， (i) Ayam gU1)akarânyatvavitsi~tasattãvãn jatel;， (ii) Bhutatva-murtat-

va-ubhayavan murtatvat， etc.31) Let us analyse Raghunatha's mind closely considering these tw。
cases. 

(i) Ayam gU1)akarmânyatvavisi~tasattãvãn jatel; 

(‘It is in possession of the highest universal qualified by the state of being other than qualify 

or action because of its possessing a generic character') 

In this case the generic character (jatz) is stated as a probans. It is accepted by Nyaya to ex-

ist in substance， quality or action ; hence， the substanceness existing in substances， the qualityness 

in qualities， or the actionness in actions will be l:he probans. The object of inference (i.e.， prob-

andum) is the highest universal qualified by the state of being other than quality or action (gu1)a-

h門nânyatva-visi~tasattã)， which， in fact， means the highest universal (satta) associated with the 

state of being other than quality or action (gu1)akarmanyatva).32) Since the highest universal (sat-

ta) exists， according to Nyaya， in substace， quality and action， such a conjoint property which is 

usually termed simply as the qualified highest universal (vis，々μsatta)as opposed to the pure or 

unqualified highest universal (Suddhasatta， i.e.， satta) exists only in substance or substances. To 

ill ustra te : 

gUl)akarmanyatva - viS'ista 

(sadhya) 

Figure 11 
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Obviously， this probans ('jati') is an inconsistent probans (り'abhiciiri-hetu)since it exists in 

quality and action where the probandum does not exist. Naturally， one cannot have a cognition of 

the regular co-existence of the generic character (i.e.， probans) with reference to the qualified 

highest universal (i.e.， probandum). Thus， the state of being the qualified highest universal (visi$-

μsattatva) which determines this probandum should be (cognized as) a delimitor of the counterpo-

sitiveness of an absence existing in the locus of the probans， i.e.， in the quality etc. 

Let us take the quality (gu1Ja) as a locus of the probans， where the irregular co-existence is 

evidently observed. An absence of the qualified highest universal can easily be taken as that 

which shares a locus (i.e.， gU1Ja) with that probans. Then， apparently the qualified highest univer-

sal will easily be settled as an absential counterpositive. Concerning this position， however， there 

seems to have been two different views among the Naiyayikas. 

One view which seems to be held by Sarvabhauma， a teacher of Raghunatha， is that a qual-

ified entity should be different from a pure or unqualified entity，33) according to which the qual-

ified highest universal is different from the pure highest universal and so it can easily be settled 

as an absential counterpositive in this case. But， his disciple Raghunatha maintains another view 

that a qualified entity is not different from (i.e.， is essentially identical with) a pure entity， accord-

ing to which the qualified highest universal can be replaced by the unqualified highest universal 

and， such being the case， it should be replaced on the strength of the principle of simplicity. 

However， if， in this way， the unqualified highest universal becom!，s an absential counterpositive 

and， thus， the state of being the qualified highest universal (~必i$tasattãtva) which should be a de-

limitor of the counterpositiveness cannot be taken as such， then there will arise the contingency of 

over-application of the definition of vya，ρti in the present invalid case. 

Raghunatha's view may require more explanation. When the presence of the qualified highest 

universal is negated， what appears in our cognition as an absential counterpositive is the highest 

universal which is qualified by the state of being other than quality or action. Precisely， in the 

cas君 ofthe negation of the presence of the qualified highest universal， the highest universal alone 

occupies the position of a main focus or qualificand and the state of being other than quality or 

action will be its qualifier. Generally speaking， whenever we negate the presence of something 

somewhere， what is exactly negated is the presence of the qualificand and not that of its qualifier. 

For example， in the case of a negative cognition ‘there is no pot on the ground'， what is negated is 

the presence of the pot as a qualificand of the cognition of pot， and not that of its qualifier pot-

ness; that is to say， the absential counterpositiveness in this case exists in the qualificand‘pot' 

and not in its qualifier ‘potness'. Thus， no matter how the object of negation is qualified， an 

absential counterpositiveness exists in the qualificand only. This rule can be applied in the present 

case also. That is， when the presence of the highest universal which is qualified by such-and-such 
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is negated， the absential counterpositiveness exists in the highest universal only. 

Moreover， since the highest universal is a single entity， there can be an essential identification 

betw田 nthe qualified highest universal and thεunqualified highest universal. 

Accordingly， if the word pratiyo.ιy in the phrase ρratiyogy-ωiimiiniidhikarm:zyam is under-

stood simply asρratiyogitasraya (“substratum of an absential counterpositiveness") then the ‘qual-

ified' highest universal can never be an absential counterpositive (i.e.， a substratum of the counter崎

positiveness) since the pure highest universal alone can be a substratum of the counterpositive-

ness. As a result of it， we cannot take the absence of the qualified highest universal as that which 

exists in the quality (or the action)， because the pure highest universal which alone is a counter-

positive of this absence exists there. Thus， we must take an absence of， say， pot etc. as such， in 

which case the potness etc. alone will be a delimitor of the counterpositiveness. Finally， since the 

state of being the qualified highest universal， a determiner of this probandum， cannot be a delimi-

t01" of the counterpositiveness， one cannot get rid of the contingency of over勾applicationof the de-

finition of vyiipti in the present invalid case. 

This contingency can be avoided， according to Raghunatha， only if the word ρratiyogy is 

understood as pratiyogitavacchedakavacchinna. Here， avacchedaka means“delimitor" and avac-

chinna“determined." 

Thus， although an absential counterpositiveness exists only in the pure highest universal 

when the presence of the qualified highest universal is negated in the quality， the ‘qualified' high司

est universal can become an absential counterpositive since it is determined by the state of being 

the qualified highest universal which is to delimit this absential counterpositiveness. 

(ii) Bhutatva-Murtatva-ubhayavan m註rtatviit

(‘It is in possession of both the materiality and the elementality because of its possessing the 

materiality') 

In this case the materiality (murtatva， i.e.， the state of having a limited dimension and an 

action)34) is stated as a probans， which， according to Nyaya， exists in the five kinds of substances， 

viz.， earth， water， fire， air and mind or the internal organ. The probandum is both the materiality 

and the e!ementality. The elementality (ohutatva) exists in five elemental substances， viz.， earth， 

water， fire， air and Akiisa or ether.35) The probandum， thus， wiU exist in the four of both material 

and elemental substances， viz.， earth， water， fire and air. To illustrate : 
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Figure 12 

Obviously， the murtatva ('materiality') is an inconsistent probans (ηαbhicari-hetu) because it 

exists in the manas where the probandum does not exist. 

The determiner of the probandum (i.e.， the delimitor of the probandumness) is the bothness 

(ubhayatva)， namely the state of being both the materiality and the elementality (bhutatva-murtat-

va-ubhayatva). This should be a delimitor of the counterpositiveness of an absence existing in 

some locus of the probans， i.e.， in the manas. In other words， we must get an absence of the bhu-

tatva-murτatva-ubhaya as that which exists in the manas， a locus of the probans. 

lndeed， such an absence could be obtained there if the exact object of negation (namely，ρra-

tiyogin) was both the materiality and the elementality. However， in this case also we come across 

two different views. For， the bhutatva-murtatva-ubhaya (‘both the materiality and the elemental-

ity') can be analysed as bhutatva-visi${a-murtatva (‘the materiality qualified by， i.e.， associated 

with， the elementality')， and thus there stands a view that the main focus or qualificand of this 

negative cognition should be the materiality only， because the absential counterpositiveness exists 

only in the qualificand， that is， the materiality. 

According to someone (perphaps， Sarvabhauma)， a qualified entity is different from an un回

qualified entity，36) and thus the qualified materiality cannot be replaced by the unqualified mater叩

iality since they are two different and independent entities ; hence， the counterpositive of an abs-

ence of the qualified materiality can easily be sattled， that is， the qualified materiality. 

But， Raghunatha objects this view. He maintains that a qualified entity is ，essentially identical 

with a pure or u叫 ualifiedent町 Thus，no matter how the qualification is pl~sed， the materiality 

is to be cognized as the materiality. Since the qualificand of this cognition is the materiality only， 

the substratum of the absential counterpositiveness must also be the materiality only. Therefore， 

if the word ρratiyogy in the phrase ρratかogy-asamanadhikarm:zyamis understood as a substratum 

of the counterpositiveness (ρratiyogitasraya)， then the pure materiality alone will be the counter-

positive of an absence of the qualified materiality ; but， in fact， the materiality exists in the manas 
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also， hence， after all such an absence can never be taken as existing in the man叫 alocus of the 

probans. This， however， evidently leads to an unfavourable result. The word pratiyogy， thus， 

should be understood as that which is determined by a delimitor of the counterpositiveness (pra-

tiyogitavacchedakavacchinna) then alone the qualified materiality (both the materiality and the 

elementality) can be an absential counterpositive in the present case. 

c. The First Rephrased Definition of lうゆti:

We have noted (in A.) that the delimiting relation of the counterpositiveness should be speci-

fied by the same relation which delimits the probandumness. Thus， in the case of inference vahni-

man dhumat， though an absence of fire can be taken by the relation of inherence in some locus of 

the probans， e.g.， in the kitchen， such an absence cannot be accepted in this case because the fire 

does exist there by the ralation of contact which delimits the probandumness of the fire as a prob-

andum. In this case， therefore， an absence of pot etc. alone can be taken by the same relation 

‘contact'， and as a result the definition of vyapti does fit in to this case. This is what we have 

observed. 

Let us analyse in this connection that how such a negation (i.e.， a negation of the presence of 

pot by the relation of contact) is possible. 

First， whenever we negate something (here， pot) somewhere (here， in the kitchen)， we must 

know the presence of a pot somewhere else ; for， unless its presence is exemplified or established 

(prasiddha) somewhere else， its negation will become impossible. This is a rule of negation gener-

ally accepted by Indian philosophers. Thus， one can negate the presence of homs in a rabbit， but 

one cannot negate the homs 0/ a rabbit anywhere because the rabbit's homs are not established 

anywhere. 

Secondly， when some locus (here， the kitchen) is said to possess an absence of something 

(here， pot) by the relation of contact， it must have the possibility of possessing some positive enti-

ty by the same relation. To negate the presence of a pot by contact in the kitchen means， ad:ually 

speaking， to nagate the kitchen's possibility of possessing the pot by the same relation; if the 

kitchen had no posibility of possessing anything by the relation of contact， then we could not 

have negated‘its possibility'， namely， the presence of a pot by that relation. 

Under this background， we will see a definite difficulty in the original definition 'ofηaρti re-

garding some particular cases of inference， if we maintain the position that the delimiting relation 

of the counterpositiveness should be the same relation as delimiting the probandumness. An ex-

ample is: 

jatiman meyatvat (‘It is in possession of a generic character because of its possessing the 
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knowability').37) 

In this case of inference its probans is the knowability (mりatり偽 lit.，“measurability")，which 

exists in all knowable things， i.e.， in all word-referents (viz.， substance quality， action， univ:ersal， 

atom-differentiator， inherence and absence).38) Its probandum is the generic character (jati or uni-

versal， i.e.， th巴 substanceness，the qualityness， or the actionness)， which exists in the first three 

categorical entities， viz.， substance， quality or action. It can be notεd that the generic character ex田

ists in its locus by the relation of inherence whereas each knowability exists in its locus by svar-

upa-relation sIllce the knowability is not a generic character. Obviously， the knowability Is an in-

consistent probans with reference to the generic character. Thus， the state of being the generic 

character (jati-tva) which determines th日 genericcharacter as a probandum should be a delimitor 

of the counterpositiveness of an absence existing in some locus of the probans. In other words， 

we must get an absence of the generic character in some locus of the probans， of course， by the 

relation of inherence which delimits the probandumness in this case. 

Since th巴 genericcharacter exists by inherence in the first three eategorical entities， its abs剛

ence cannot be taken by the same relation there. Thus， one of the last four categorical entities 

should be taken as a locus of that absence. Take the universal for instance. There does exist a 

knowability， i.e.， the probans， there by s叩 rnpa-relation

However， the univεrsal can never possess anything by inherence ; that is to say， it has no pos-

sibility of possessing anything by that relation.39) In other words， we cannot negate the presence 

of anything (here， the generic character) by the relation of inherence in the universal etc.， and so 

we cannot take its absence by the same rεlation there. Accordingly， the state of being the generic 

character (jatitva) which determines the generic character as a probandum cannot be a delimitor 

of the counterpositiveness of an absence existing in some locus of the probans. This is an un-

favourablεresult ih th日 preselltinvalid case. Taking such a particular case Illto account， one may 

conclude that the original definition should involve some defect 

Considering such particular cases， Raghunatha rephrases GaIigesa's definition of vyapti. He 

says : sadhyatavacchedake叫 inbandhasamanya nir・ukta-pratかogi-pratiyogikatva-hetv-adhikar-

a1Ji bhuta-yatkincid叩 'yakちI-anuyogikatva-samanya-ubhayabhavaりlaVl加わitatvat40)

‘(The definition does not involve any defect，) because what is intended (in this definition) is that 

the two-fold absence， i.e.， the absence of each one of the pairs which are both thεstate of being 

the rεlation whose counter-relatum is a counterpositive (determined by a delimitor of the absential 

counterpositiveness) and the state of being the relation whose base-relatum is some locus of prob-

ans， are (to be cognized) in all the relation which delimits the probandumness'. 

It can be noted that Raghunatha does not change GaIigesas's scheme of the general notion of 
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vya，ρti but he just rephrases Gailgesa's description of the same in order to avoid the difficulty 

rnentioned above. 

In the case of inference jatiman meyatvaιthe relation which delimits the probandumness， 

namely， the relation by which the generic character as a probandurn is expected to eixst in the 

field of inference， is inherence. Since this probandurn exists by inherecne in the substance (or the 

quality or the action)， we have t6 take the universal etc. as a locus of the knowability (probans) in 

order to show the inconsistency of this probans. Then， we should get an absence of the generic 

character through the sarne relation ‘inherence' there so that we could get the state of being the 

generic character (jatitva) as a delimitor of the absential counterpositiveness. But， such an abs-

ence will be impossible to be obtained there because the universal (etc.) has no possibility of pos-

sessing anything by that relation. Nevertheless， we must get the said absence. How is it possible 

at all ? This is the question which we observed. 

Now， in this case the generic character which should become an absential cQunterpositive 

(abhaViya-pratiyogin) can be a counter-relatum (sainbandhiya四pratiyogin)of inherence since it ex-

ists by inherence in the substance etc. Naturally， the substance (etc.) will be termed as a base-

relatum (sainbandhiya-anuyogin) of the same relation. However， the universal (etc目)which is 

taken as a locus of the probans cannot be a base-relatum of the same relation ‘inherence' whose 

counter-relatum is the generic character. In other words， the relation of inherence which delimits 

the probandumness in this case possesses the state of being the relation whose counter-relaturn is 

the generic character， and it possesses the state of being the relation whose base-relaturn is the 

substance whereas it does not possess the state of being the relation whose base-relatum is the 

universal. That is to say， this relation possesses a two-fold absence (ubhayabhava)， i.e.， an abs四

回 ceof one of the pair of its states， namely， both the state of being the relation whose base-

relaturn is the universal and the state of being the relation whose counter-relatum is the universal. 

According to Raghunatha， if the delimiting relation of the probandurnness possesses such a 

two-fold absence then that property which can be taken as its counter-relatum can be accepted as 

an absential counterpositive， i.e.， a counterpositive of an absence existing in the locus of probans. 

In the present case， thereforeラ thegeneric character can be accepted as an absential counterposi-

tive. Accordingly， the state of being the generic character can become a delimitor of the absential 

counterposltlveness. 

How could the said difficulty be removed at all? It may be explained as follows: Although 

the presence of the generic character cannot be negated by inherence in the universal because of 

the reason stated above， stiU its absence can be established there in such a way that the universal 

is different from the loci where the generic character exists by inherence. 

This situation is stated by Raghunatha in such a manner that the relation of inherence has a 
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two-fold absence ; that is to say， whereas the generic character can be its counter-relatum， the uni-

versal cannot be its base-relatum. 

The following figure may serve to illustrate the case. 

amavaya*¥¥ 

pratiyogIbhuta-
jati-pratiyogikatva 

(paki?a) 

Figure 13 

hetvadhikaranlbhuta-
sam孟nyady-anuyogikatva

*samavaya 

Figure 13a 

一ー ubhaya

Let us exannne Raghunatha's rephrased definition of vyiitti by taking some other cases. For， 

it must have the applicability not only in such particular cases as mentioned above but also in all 

possible cases. We will， however， take up only two cases， i.e.， (i) vahnimiin dhumiit and (iii) dhu-

maviin vahneh. 

(i) Vahnimiin dhumtit: 

In this case of inference， (1) its probandum is the fire， which is determined by the fireness. 

(2) Its probans is the smoke， which is determined by the smokeness. This is a proper probans 

since the fire exists by contact (sainyoga) in every locus of it. (3) Thus， the delimiting relation of 
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the probandumness， i.e.， the relation by which the probandum is expected to exist in the field of 

inference， is contact. (4) In such a valid case， the fireness which determines the fire as a prob-

andum should not be (cognized as) a delimitor of the counterpositiveness of an absence existing in 

the locus of the smoke which is a probans. In other words， we should not get an absence of fire 

in any locus of the smoke; instead， we should get an absence of pot (etc.) in some locus of the 

smoke so that we could get the potness (etc.) alone as a delimitor of the counterpositiveness. (5) 

As a matter of fact， we cannot get such an absence of fire in any locus of the smoke and we can 

get such an absence of pot in some locus of the smoke， e.g.， in the kitchen etc. So， in the present 

case there will arise no difficulty. But， we have to see how Raghunatha's rephrased definition 

operates in this case. (6) The relation of contact which delimits the probandumness possesses the 

state of being the relation whose base-relatum is the kitchen， in which case the counter-relatum 

will be the fire and cannot be the pot. (7) It can， thus， be said that the same relation possesses 

both the state of being the relation whose base-relatum is the kitchen (i.e.， a locus of the smoke) 

and the state of being the relation whose counter-relatum is the fire. In other words， the same re-

lation does not possess a two-fold absence， i.e.， an absence of one of the pair， namely， both the 

said attributes. Therefore， the fire which is taken as a counter-relatum cannot be an absential 

counterpositive. This is an expected result. (8) Further， the same relation does possess a two-fold 

absence， i.e.， an absence of one of the pair， namely， both the state of being the relation whose 

base田町latumis the kitchen and the state of being the relation whose counter同relatumis the pot. 

Therefore， the pot which is taken as counter-relatum can be an absential counterpositive. This 

also is an expected result. In this way， Raghunatha's rephrased definition does fit in to the pre-

sent valid case. 

It should be noted in this connection that the two-fold absence (ubhayabhava) can be estab-

lished only when there exists an absence of one of the pair of entities (or attributes)， and so if 

there exists a pair of entities (or attributes) then the two-fold absence cannot be estab!ished there. 

Considering such a technical sense of this term of ubhavabhava in Navya-nyaya， it would be 

meaningless to say that there stands a two-fold absence when there exists none on the pair.411 

(ii) Dhumavan vahπe}; : 

In this case of inference， (1) its probandum is the smoke， which is determined by the smoke-

ness. (2) Its probans is th巴 fire，which is determined by the fireness. This is an inconsistent prob-

ans because it exists by contact on the red-hot iron baIl but the smoke does not. (3) The delimit-

ing relation of the probandumness is contact. (4) In such an invalid case， the smokeness which de 

termines the smoke as a probandum should be (cognized as) a delimitor of the counterpositiveness 

of an absence existing in the red-hot iron ball (etc.)， a locus of the fire. In other words， we should 

get an absence of smoke by contact in the red-hot iron ball. Certainly， we can get such an abs-
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ence in this case. But， we have to examine whether the relation of contact possesses a two-fold 

absence or not. (5) This relation which delimits the probandumness does possess the state of 

being the relation whose base-relatum is the red-hot iron ball， in which case the counter-relatum 

will be the fire and cannot be the smoke. (6) Thus， this relation possesses a two-fold absence， i.e.， 

an absence of one of the pair， namely， both the state of being the relation whose base-relatum is 

the red-hot iron ball (i.e.， a locus of the fire which is a probans) and the state of being the relation 

whose counter-relatum is the smoke.42) Therefore， the smoke which is taken as a counter園児latum

here can be accepted as an absential counterpositive. This， of course， is anεxpected result. In this 

way， the rephrased definition does possess the applicability in the present case also. 

D. The Second Rephrased Definition of Vyapti: 

We have observed that the said rephrased definition is purposeful especially for some particu-

lar cases when no absence can be obtained in the locus of probans by the relation which delimits 

the probandumness since the locus of probans has no possibility of possessing anything by that 

relation. 

We have noted earlier that when negating the presence of something by any relation in a cer-

tain locus we must know its presence somewhere else; that is， its presence must be established 

somewhere else. Now， consider the case: 

Ghatavan mahakalatvat 

(‘It is in possession of a pot because of its possessing the state of being the universal timぜ).

ln this case of inference， its probans is the state of being the universal time (mahakalatva). 

Naturally， its locus is the universal time， which will be the field of inference. The universal time 

is one and unlimited entity (akhaJ).Qa) which is a locus of everything of the universe，43) whereas 

there can be many particular times or moments (khm:uja如 la)which are limited by individual 

things or events. To say that everything exists in the universal time means， according to Nyaya， 

everything is related to each othεr or to the universal time itself by the temporal relation (却lika

sainbandha). A pot is taken as a probandum in this case. It does exist in the universal time. 

Thus， w芭 musthave a cognition of vyapti in the probans (mahakiilatva) since it is a proper prob-

ans with reference to the pot (or， in fact， to everything). 

Consequently， the potness which determines the pot as a probandum in this case should not 

be (cognized as) a elimitor of the counterpositiveness of an absence existing in some locus of the 

probans (mahakiilatva). However， the locus of the probans is a single entity ‘Ul1lV告rsaltime'， and 

everything exists ther巳 bythe temporal relation which is a relation delimiting the probandumness 
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in this case. What absence could we get there by such a relation al all ? 

Regarding this question， there is a way by which one can recourse to the said rephrased de-

finition of vya.ρti. Let us explain it first. When we say that evεrything exists in the universal 

time， we are talking of transitory objects which are produced in some particular time and exist 

only for some limited period. Whatever is produced exists definitely in the universal time by the 

temporal relation. Thus， its absence， e.g.， an absence of cloth， can never be taken as that which 

exists there. Although a cloth existing in a particular time can be negated in another time and so， 

in this sense， one can say that an absence of c10th exists in the universal time since the universal 

time is a locus of everything of the universe (i.e.， it is a locus of both the presence of cloth and the 

absence of cloth)， still such an absence cannot be taken because the ‘absence' in the definition of 

vya，ρti should be such an absence as not sharing a locus with its counterpositive. Therefore， no 

product can never be an absential counterpositive in this case. 

Naturally， one may resort to non-products， e.g.， ether (akasa or gagana) etc. The universal 

time itself is， of course， a non争product.

There is a view generally accepted by the Naiyayikas that the ether etc. are entities of non-

occurrence (avrttトρadartha/:!).44)They can be the loci of products but they cannot be properties of 

any locus， as opposed to pot， clothでtc.which are entities of occurrence (vrtti-padarthal;). If this 

view is maintained then， apparent!y， the ether etc. can neither be absential counterpositives; for， 

unless their occurrence or presence in some locus is established， their negation will bεimpossible. 

However， the problem here seems to be the same one as pointed out previously. Thus， 

Raghunatha's rephrased definition may bεuseful in this case also. The temporal relation which 

delimits the probandumness does possess the state of being the relation whose base-relatum is the 

universal time (i.e.， a locus of the probans)， in which case the ether (etc.， i.e.， non-products) cannot 

be its counter-relatum. In this way， a two-fold absence， i.e.， an absence of one of the pair， namely， 

both the state of being the relation whose base-relatum is the universal timeαnd the state of being 

the relation whose counter-relatum Is the ether， is established in the temporal relation. According-

ly， the ether which is taken as a counter-relatum of th呂trelation can be accepted as an absential 

counterpositive. Finally， the etherness (akasatva or gaganatva) can be accepted as a delimitor of 

th配 absentialcounterpositiveness existing in the ether which is a non-product， and the potness 

which determines the pot (as a probandum)， i.ε.， a product， cannot. This is to say that the. defini-

tion of vyajうtifits in to the present valid case. 

But， a group of the Naiyayikas holds that the ether etc. also do exist in the universal time by 

the temporal relation. If this view is maintained then the problem will remain unsettled. For， the 

ether etc.， as well as products， can never become absential counterpositivεs. Even if the said 

rephrased definition is adopted， there will arise the contingency of non-application in this case be-
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cause the two-fold absence cannot be established in the temporal relation since this relation is to 

possess both the state of being the relation whose base-relatum is the universal time and the state 

of being the relation whose counter-relatum is the ether etc.， as well as pot etc. 

Considering such a view， Raghunatha， again， rephrases GaiJ.ge旬、 definitionof vyiipti in 

order to remove the said difficulty. He says : 

svaruρasainbandhena gaganader vrttimattve tu nirukta-ρratぴogy-anadhikarana-hetuman-

ni$thabhava-ρratiyogitii-siimiinye yat-sainbandhavacchinnatva-yad-dharmavacchinnatva-

ubhayabhiivas tena sainbandhena tad-dharmavacchinnasya vyiipakatvain bodhyam45) 

‘If the ether etc. are also accepted as having occurrence by the svar砂 a-relation(here， tempor-

al relation)， then the state of being a pervader y can be understood as being determined by a 

property (y司ness)through a relation r in condition that a two-fold absence， i.e.， an absence of 

one of the pair of both， the state of being delimited by the relation r and the state of being 

delimited by the property y-ness， belongs to all the counterpositiveness of absence which 

share some locus with a probans x and do not share a locus with their counterpositives'. 

Although Raghunatha seems to describe here the nature of vyiijうakat叩(‘pervaderness')and 

not vyiiρti (‘pervasion')， still it is all the same in the framework of the definition of ~ツiipti. He just 

changes the angle of describing the content of the general notion of vyiipti. One should， thus， 

note that the entire scheme of GaiJ.ge泊 'sdefinition does not change even in this formulation. 

However， Raghunatha's new contrivance here may be observed on the point that instead of spe-

cifying the delimiting relation of the counterpositiveness by the relation which delimits the prob-

andumness he introduces a two-fold absence (ubhayabhiiva) of a pair of delimiting factors (prop-

erty and relation) of all the ‘absential counterpositiveness' in the original definition. 

If it is accepted that everything (including all products and all non-products) exists by the 

temporal relation in the universal time， then none of their presence can be negated by the same 

relation in the universal time. Since， however， we must get some absence which exists in the uni-

versal time without sharing a locus with its counterpositive， the specification of the delimiting re-

lation of the counterpositiveness by the relation which delimits the probandumness should be 

given up in order to get the required absence.46) 

Now， although the presence of a pot which is a probandum cannot be negated by the tempor田

al relation in the universal time (and this is why the mahiikiilatva is a proper probans with refer-

ence to the pot)， it can be negated by some other relation， say， by inherence， because by this rela-

tion the pot as the ‘whole' exists in its parts (i.e.， pot-halves) only. Thus， if the relation of inher-

ence is taken as a delimiting relation of the counterpositiveness， then we can get an absence of 
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pot in the universal time， and the pot can become an absential counterpositive. In this case the 

absential counterpositiveness of the pot is delimited by the potness which is a delimiting property 

of the probandumness， as we!l as by the rεlation of inherence which is not a delimiting relation of 

the probandumness. It can， thus， be said that even if a property which delimits the probandum-

ness is the same property which delimits the counterpositiveness， the probandum can be a vya.ρa-

お ofa given probans if a relation which delimits the probandumness is different from that which 

delimits the counterpositiveness of an absence existing in some locus of the probans 

This will be generalized as follows: If the absential counterpositiveness possesses a two-fold 

absence (ubhayabhava)， i.e.， an absence of one of the pair of both， the state of being delimited by 

a property (y-ness which delimits the probandumness) and the state of being delimited by a rela-

tion (r which delimits the probandumness)， then the probandum (whose probandumness is deli-

mited by both the property y-ness and the relation 1うcanbe treated as a pervader (vya.ρaka) of a 

given probans x. This is what is stated by Raghunatha. 

According to this formulation， even if an absence can be taken in any locus of a given prob-

ans by the same relation which delimits the probandumness， there wiU arise no contingency of 

non-applicability of the definition of vyaρti in the case of valid inference ghatavan mahakalatvat 

etc.， because any relation by which an absence is possible can be taken as a delimiting relation of 

the absential counterpositiveness. In such a case， however， the delimiting property of the prob-

andumness should be a property which delimits the counterpositiveness. It is worthy to note that 

if， on the other hand， the delimiting relation of the counterpositiveness can be taken by the same 

relation as delimiting the probandumness then the delimiting property of the probandumness can-

not be a property which delimits the counterpositiveness. 

Thus， in the case of vahniman dhumat， an absence of fire itself can be taken by inherence in 

the locus of the smoke. And yet there will arise no contingency of non-applicability of the defini-

tion of vyaρti since the absential counterpositiveness of the fire does possess a two-fold absence， 

i.e.， an absence of one of the pair of both， the state of being delimited by the fireness (which de-

limits the probandumness) and the state of being delimited by contact (which delimits the prob-

andumness). 

Consequently， if an absence which is to exist in some locus of the probans (=smoke) is taken 

by the same relation as delimiting probandumness (here， contact) then the fireness which delimits 

the probandumness cannot be a delimitor of the absential counterpositiveness; instead， the pot-

ness etc. alone can be accepted as such， because the counterpositiveness of the pot etc. alone pos・

sesses the said two-fold absence. Here， one can realize the reason why it was stated earlier that the 

delimiting relation of the counterpositiveness must be specified by the relation which delimits the 

probandumness. This specification is， now， declared as unobligatory and it is presented by Raghu-
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natha in the present rephrase definition of vyaρti， 
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Ramarudra's RamarudrI， by Atmaranasarma. Second ed. Bombay: Nirnaya 

Sagar Press， 1927. 

Materials for the Study ザ Nav，ッ'a-nyiiyaLogic by D. H. H. Ingalls. Harvard 

Oriental Series 40. Cambridge， Mass. : Harvard University Press， 1951. 

The Navyanyaya Doctrine of Negation by B. K. Matilal. Harvard Oriental 

Series 46. Cambridge， Mass. : Harvard University， 1968. 

NYiiyabodhim-of Vardhamana. See Tarka S 

See TCDP. 

Siddhantala~a1Ja of Raghunatha Siroma早i.See TCDP 

TarkasaingrahadFti如 ofAnnambhatta. See Tarka. S. 

Tar，おsain{;rahaof Annarhbhatta. Edited， with Annarhbhatta'畠 TarkadFtikii

and Vardhamana's Nyayaboáhim~ by Y. V. Athalye and M. R. Bodas. Second 

edition (Third Impression). Poona: Bhardarkar Oriental Institute， 1974. 

Tattvacintama1Ji of Gailgesa Upadhyaya. Edited Mathuranatha's Rahasya， by 

Pandit Kamakhyanatha Tarkavagisha. BI 98. 4 parts. Calcutta: Asiatic Socie-

ty of Bengal， 1884-1901. 

TCDP Prakasa or Tattvacintama1Ji-cu-dhiti-ρrakala of Bhavananda SiddhantavagIsa. 

Edited， with Gailgesa's Tattvacintama1}i and Raghunatha's Dldhiti， by G. C. 

TarkadarsanadIrtha. BI 194. Calcutta， 1910-12. 

( 1) TC (BI No. 98)， Vol. II， p. 100; (TCDP， BI No. 194)， p， 309. 

( 2) See B. K. Matilal， "The International Character of La~a1Ja and Safnkara in Navya.nyaya，" lndo. 

lranian Journal 8 (1965). Compare J. F. Stall，“The Theory of Definition in Indian Logic，" JAOS 81 

(1964) 

( 3) Cf， Wesley C， Salmon， Logic， Foundations of Philosophy Series， p. 123 

( 4) Which in Western terminology will be put as defining the word “cow". 

( 5) Tarka D.， p. 50 : jativisi~tavyaktav eva saktikalpanat， 

( 6) lbid， p. 4: la~yatâvacchedakasamaniyatatvarn， 

(7) Tarka D.， p. 4: etaddu~a1Jatryarahito la~a1Jam 

(8) Loc.口ι:sa eva asadhara1Jadharrna ity ucyatι 

( 9) PrakiiSa on Siddh. L. (TCDP， BI No. 198)， p. 320 : tadritpaviSi~te ityadina la~ya-nirdesa宇田
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(10) The term vi~aya is used in Nyaya as meaning both the object of cognition and the content of 

cognition. The cognition (.j両ana)is thus called vi~ayin (‘container') also 

(11) Cf. K. H. Potter， The Padarthatattvanir.孟，pm:zamof Raghunatha SiromalJi (Cambridge， Mass.， 1957)， 

p.17. 

(12) S. Sen， A Study on Mathu子natha's Tatt叩 cintamaJ}irahaザιD.H. H. Ingalls， Materials for the 

Stud:γof Navyanyaya Logic. J. F. Stall，“Correlation between Language and Logic in Indian Thought，" 

Bulletinザ theSchool of Oriental and African Studies 23 (1960). C. Geokoop， The Logic of 1n叩 riable

Concomitance in the Tattvacintamani. 

(13) “The Concept of Vyaρti in the Nyaya School，" Acta Asiatica 3， (1962)， p. 17 

(14) Vise~aJ:za is the general term for a qualifier or determiner of the object of cognition， while ρm初 m

is the term used in place of vise~aJ:za when the ‘qualifier' is especially teken as an element of the cogni・

tlOn. 

(15) Tarka D.， p.60. 

(16) Tarka S.， p.61 

(17) See K. H. Potter， Encyclopedia of 1ndian Philoso.ρhies， Vol. II， Nyãya.Vaise~ika (Delhi， 1977)， p. 50. 

Ingalls renders it as“Peculiar relation" (Materials， p. 41) 

(18) See Ga白gesa'sAbhaτ)avada (Matilal's Negation， p. 188 and pp. 141-42). As a matter of fact， in the 

Nyaya systemall sorts of relations other than sa'?2yoga， samavaya and indirect relations (ρara'?2pm乞

asa'?2 bandh劫)are regarded as kinds of svar砂a-relation，e.g.， karyata，初 ralJnta，viSayata vi~ayi以 vise

~alJatä， vise~yatä， pratiyogita， etc 

(19) This is nothing but to say that the absence (of smoke) is cognized as a qualifier of the red-hot iron 

ball with which the eye is connected (cakW争-sa'?2yukta-ayogolaka-vise~alJatä)， which is aρara仇ρariisain~

bandhι 

(20) Sometimes both the qualifier and the qualificand exist in one and the same locus， in the case of 

which they are related by samanadhikaralJya in the ontological scheme 

(21) The term pratiyogin is also used inthe sense of‘counter-relatum' of a relation (sainbandh[yaアra-

tiyogin) among the Navyanaiyayikas. See p. 69. 

(22) Siddh. L. (TCDP， BI No. 194)， p. 309 

(23) Mahe鈎 Chandra，Naりanyäyabhä~äpra{n-pa: Brief Notes on the Modern Nyaya System of Philosか

ρhy and its Technical Terms. (Calcutta: Sanskrit College， 1973)， p. 29: ekatra ekena sainbandhena var-

tamanasya api sainbandhantarelJa abhavo vartate. 

(24) Siddh_ L. (TCDP， BI No. 194)， pp. 337-39: sadhyasya ca yädrsa事 sainbandha宇 ρravl~l~ tatsa'?2-

bandhavacchinnayaS caρratiyogitaya anavacchedakatva'?2 bodhyam.. . (yad va) sadhyatavacched，包ka-

sa'?2bandhena pratiyogy-asainbandhitva'?2 vaktavym礼

(25) “pratiyogy-asamanadhikaralJa" 

(26) Siddh. L.， p. 321. 

(27) See Matilal's Negation， p. 72. 

(28) Prakasa on Siddh. L. (TCDP， BI No. 194)， pp.320-21. 

(29) This is true according to the view that the absence of absence of x is x 

(β30め) Siddh. L.， p. 319 : .ρtratlyogl 例 ator aゆzψρi k初al，必a-deJa仕-yo併rdeJa-k初alμa-bhedaり叩'acched，ゐ'enat.ωadぬμωbhaり叩a宇ι，tath丘 C伺G 

tatι伊イtαt一づsadhyakav.つyatμz一乞v丘ranayat，ωdι na upadeyai丘ica 5.αrむ

bhedenaηlaρter bhedat. 
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(31) Siddh. L， p. 321. 

(32) Here， the qualifier (vise~alJa) is related to the qualificand (vise~ya) by the relation of samanadhikar-

alJya 

(33) PrakaSa on Siddh. L， p. 322 :目的tasyasa門四bhauma-mate'tiriktatvat. 

(34) See Tarka D.， p. 11: milrtat叩仇 ρaricchinnaμrzmana抑 vattvamkriyattvam va; Nyaya B.， p. 11 : 

milrtatvam ca kriyasrayatvam. }りrthivy叫P巴te}O-vayu-manainslmilrtam. 

(35) See Nyaya B.， p. 11 : prthivy-a}りーtりo-vayv-akaSa-pa丘caka"， bh丘taアadavacyam

(36) visist.μn ca kevalad anyad iti (Siddh. L.， p. 321) 

(37) Siddh. L.， p. 352 : samavayena jateh sadhyatve meyatvadau ativyaptil}. 

(38) See Tarka s.， p. 2 : dravya-gu卯 -karma-samanya-visesa-ω 加 vayabhaval}sa.ρtαμdarth時

(39) For the possible relata of the relation of inherence see p. 8 

(40) Siddh. L.， p. 353 

(41) From a logical point of view， the ubhayabhava， if regarded as‘absence of the conjoint'， could be 

applied to three cases， i.e.， '-p q'，‘p -q'， '-p -q' as pointed out by lngalls (Materials， p. 64). But， it 

does not seem that S. Sen misunderstands this concept (in his A Study， p. 26)， because the last case‘-p 

-q' is specifically termed as anyatarabhava in Navya-nyaya. 

(42) Of course， the smoke can be a counter-relatum of the relation of contact， in which case， however， 

the red-hot iron ball cannot be a base-relatum. Thus， in this case also， the two-fold absence does estab-

lish in the relation contact. Consequently， the smoke which is taken as a counter-relatum of that rela-

tlOn‘contact' can be accepted as an absential counterpositive. 

(43) Kari. 45， p. 45: Kalo jagatam asrayo mata宇

(44) Mahesa Chandra， ibid.， p. 2: aki1Sadikan tu na kutra aρi vartata iti akasam na kasya api dhan叩争

ata eva akasam‘avrttipadartha' ity ucyate. 

(45) Siddh. L.， p. 357 

(46) Cf. p. 62 
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